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262784 Feature
Enhance

ment

N/A Administr
ation

Created means to allow condensed or expanded filters on embedded search layout There is a new layout cell
attribute named LAYOUT
SEARCH EXPANDED MODE
that can be applied to embedded
search layouts on add and edit
screens.  When this attribute is
set, the search layout is rendered
in expanded search mode, as
opposed to condensed search
mode.  This allows users to make
multiple selections for filters
when searching for items to
relate to the current issue.

261128 Feature
Enhance

ment

N/A Business
Rules

Extended link business rules to handle additional hierarchy levels When you create a business rule
with a LINK directive, you specify
a parameter of RGTYPE to
determine the relationship type.
Traditionally, these have
supported CHILDREN,
GRANDCHILDREN, PARENTS
and GREATGRANDPARENTS.
Additional levels have been
added to the capabilities,
allowing
GREATGRANDPARENTS,
GREATGRANDCHILDREN,
GREATGREATGRANDPARENT
S and
GREATGREATGRANDCHILDRE
N to be used in the link rules

260959 Feature
Enhance

ment

N/A Relations
hips

Allow embedded search layouts to handle repeating row filter fields This enhancement allows
repeating row fields to be used
as filters when they are used
within search layouts embedded
within add and edit screens

261090 Product
Bug

7.0.9 API & CLI No error message after an unsuccessful attempt to use API update This happened when attempting
to add new repeating records via
the API using the "update"
command.  If the update was not
successful, no error was
generated.  This has been fixed.

261132 Product
Bug

7.0.5 Add &
Edit

"Waiting for a response from the server" error message observed, due to Ajax refreshes This was caused by an
untrapped JavaScript bug.  When
the code ran through the routine
with the bug, it would wait for a
response that never came.  This
has been fixed.
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261910 Product
Bug

7.0.5 Add &
Edit

Visible If attribute caused the mouse cursor focus to move to the top of screen This was caused by a bug within
search layouts embedded into an
add or an edit screen, whereby a
field introduced into a form with a
visible if attribute would have the
wrong HTML "tabindex" value.
This caused the cursor to jump to
the beginning of the form.  This
has been fixed.

262946 Product
Bug

7.0.4 Add &
Edit

Error "null while processing ID#nnnnn" when editing an issue This problem was localized to the
processing of fields which had a
"Display as URL" data dictionary
attribute.  The problem was
intermittent and only affected a
small number of users.  The
problem was fixed.

262281 Product
Bug

7.0.10 Administr
ation

Password did not expire correctly This has been fixed, so that the
new password takes effect upon
the next sign on after expiry, by
the user

262423 Product
Bug

7.0.10 Administr
ation

A change to a user's role would occasionally revert to its previous value This was an obscure problem
and happened as a result of an
administrator updating an
account and during that period,
the end user changed his/her role
from the prompt on their Home
Page.  For this problem to
emerge, the behavior setting
SAVE_ROLE_CHANGES had to
be set to NO.  The problem has
been fixed.

258836 Product
Bug

6.5.1.5 Business
Rules

Changes to Data Dictionary cause Business Rules refresh After an administrator updated
the data dictionary to modify a
field, the next user who accessed
an add or edit screen would
notice a considerable delay.  This
was due to the Business Rules
being marked as stale by the
data dictionary operation, and
needing to be recompiled.  On
almost all sites, this delay would
not be noticed, but on a handful
of sites with very large numbers
of Business Rules, the delay
would be very noticable.

Now, the data dictionary only
marks the Business Rules as
stale if it is doing an operation
which will certainly lead to
complications.
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263017 Product
Bug

7.0.2 Business
Rules

Business rules change would not update database This problem occured on a site
where there were more than
2,000 rules within a single
business area.  The issue was
resolved by approximately
doubling the amount of rules that
could be handled by the client
browser code before the same
issue would be encountered.
There is a hard limit within the
browser for this type of operation,
but it is not likely that users will
encounter this limit.

263266 Product
Bug

7.0.5 Business
Rules

Unable to pull currency data across link directive business rule If you constructed a link directive
rule that pulled a currency or
decimal display type field value
from another issue into a
currency field on the current
issue, an exception was seen in
the application log, and the field
was not populated into the
current issue.  This has been
fixed.

261582 Product
Bug

7.0 Database Database rows in the image_item_udf_temp table were not cleaned up This led to a minor performance
problem when using IMAGE
display type fields.  The problem
has been resolved.

263625 Product
Bug

7.0.3 Database Table or view does not exist message displayed with Oracle 11g Some installations reported
seeing a message "ORA-00942:
table or view does not exist".

This message originates in
versions of the Oracle database
only and did not appear with
other databases used with
ExtraView.  The underlying cause
was a bug within Oracle.  Oracle
reports that this bug existed
within versions 11.2.0.1, 11.1.0.7,
10.2.0.5, and 10.2.0.4 on all
platforms.

The fix is to upgrade your Oracle
database to version 11.2.0.2 or
higher, or to apply a patch you
obtain direct from Oracle to
earlier versions.

262089 Product
Bug

7.0.5 Notificatio
n

Repeating row data was not being displayed in email notifications This occured when the repeating
layout was embedded within
another layout, and that layout
was embedded within the email
notification layout.  The problem
has been fixed
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263271 Product
Bug

7.0.9 Search /
Report

Matrix report failed after upgrading to version 7.0.9 Matrix reports could fail with
certain configurations.  This only
occured in installations where a
user role had read and write
access to every PROJECT.  This
was fixed.

263139 Product
Bug

7.0.5 XML
Import

and
Export

Failure to import scheduled report from an XML migration file This occured with a report which
used the "Run As Owner" as an
option.  The problem has been
fixed.

Count: 17 records
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